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Chapter 1 : Wyckoff Christian Preschool & Kindergarten
By The Christian Kindergarten These bright and fun New Testament labels would be a great addition to your classroom,
homeschool room or Sunday school room! Post them in a visible place for student reference, put on a ring for quick
reviewing or put magnets on the back to make a.

The 10 Best Christian Homeschool Curriculum Programs The 10 Best Christian Homeschool Curriculum
Programs A Christian homeschooling program provides students with the same subjects that are studied in
school but integrate Christian values into the material covered. For example, when studying ancient history,
courses would include important individuals from the bible that were influential to the Christian movement.
Homeschooling is a lifestyle choice which means finding the right curriculum is essential. This can be
daunting for the first time homeschooler and even the seasoned homeschooler with all the available programs
and resources. How do you decide on which curriculum to use? There are a number of things to consider when
deciding on the right homeschooling program. The perfect curriculum will fit your lifestyle and provide your
child with the education they need. To help you decide on which curriculum to pick, we have created a Top
Ten of Best Christian Homeschool Curriculum based on the following criteria: Christian educators are
supported through textbooks and materials that instill a biblical worldview, are academically rigorous,
encourage critical thinking and use technology solutions for parental support. Students are introduced to
content appropriate for their academic level. The content learned helps students learn to analyze, evaluate and
to create. The material contains descriptive text and asks questions to promote thinking. Media such as photos,
illustrations, maps, and charts are utilized to promote a deeper understanding of topics covered. Teacher
editions provide parents with clear instructions. The name of the program is derived from the Greek word for
cone. An inverted cone is used to symbolize God at the top of all creation and knowledge. It represents God as
the apex of life overseeing all things. The program focuses on character traits, hands-on activities, integration
of all subjects. It provides parents with years of teaching experience from seminars, videos, articles and
speeches. A World of Adventure A World of Adventure brings the past to life by allowing students to
experience customs from long ago. Students meet characters that lived long ago. Students can step back into
the time of pyramids and pharaohs, erupting volcanoes, knights and castles as well as the Olympic Games.
The first volume includes days of lesson plans for grades 4 to 8. Supplementary materials for students in
kindergarten through third are available. There are six history based units that integrate all subjects except
mathematics. The program must be completed in chronological order. Switched on Schoolhouse by Alpha
Omega Publications Switched on Schoolhouse is a computer-based comprehensive Christian curriculum for
grades third to twelfth. The program offers an in-depth study of the Old and New Testaments. The bible
curriculum covers seven themes which include Theology, Attributes of God, and Biblical Literature, Biblical
geography, Christian growth, Christian evidence and a special focus on each grade level. History is taught by
reviewing the record of man and his relationship with God. World and American geography are covered as
one of the six major themes. Features include automatic grading, quick installation, daily work report and
up-to-date information. Placement tests are available. Veritas Press Veritas Press believes classical Christian
education is the best way to educate children. Children are taught where they are developmentally so that they
may fall in love with learning. Coursework is available in self-pace format and through an online school.
Grade levels include kindergarten through twelfth. Subject matter includes art, Bible, composition, geography,
grammar, Greek, history, Latin, literature, logic, math, music, reading and science. Veritas has been a leader in
Christian education for almost 20 years. They are one of the oldest accredited online classical Christian
schools available. The program offers students the foundation and building blocks needed to be ready for
college and life. Online resources include discussion groups, curriculum guides, and instructional videos. A
certification and diploma program is available. Five in a Row Five in a Row is perfect for visual, auditory and
kinesthetic learns and teachers. The program consists of a variety of lessons and activities which have been
organized to easily fit your schedule for the day. Teaching preparation can be as little as five minutes! Parents
are provided with everything they need to teach effectively. This includes pronunciation guides, background
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information on history, geography, art and science lessons as well as facts, figures and activity suggestions.
The program was created by Jane Claire Lambert, a homeschooling parent with over 17 years of experience.
To begin teaching, simply choose one of the seventy books in the program and find the corresponding lesson
plan. Read the story every day for a week and utilize the suggestions in the teacher guide to lead your children
into an amazing learning experience and adventure. Five in a row is made up of four manuals. Volumes have
units written on the same level and can be used in any order. Volume 4 unites are more difficult and may
cover more challenging topics and should be covered in two week periods. The program covers social studies,
geography, language arts, applied math, science and art through the seventy unit studies. There is also a cook
book and a Christian Character and Bible Supplement. The program was designed by a team of experts with
years of experience teaching in a classroom setting. Students must complete each unit before starting the next.
There are ten work texts for each grade level which provides one full year of learning. Most students can
complete one workbook between three to four weeks. Classical Conversations Classical Conversations
provides homeschooling parents the support they need to help their children cultivate a love of learning
through the Christian worldview of fellowship with other families. The three key concepts of Classical
Conversations are classical, Christian and community. It divides the learning process into three categories:
During the grammar stage, children devour facts while in the dialectic stage students ask many questions to
sort out and evaluate the facts they have learned. In the rhetoric stage, adolescents synthesize their knowledge
and apply it. The program is based on the Bible and teaches all subjects as though God is the author and
creator of each subject. Each subject is intended to inform the students about the true nature of God and to
establish an understanding of God. Parents and students are able to connect with fellow learners through
communities established throughout the United States and several countries. These communities provide
encouragement, fellowship and accountability. Parents may attend a three-day summer conference to learn
how to use the program efficiently and effectively. These conferences are called Parent Practicums because
parents are taught subjects like math, Latin and logic. These conferences are free and open to anyone
interested in the program. Additional online support is available to parents interested in becoming tutors. The
program has a complete online bookstore, online forums, video tutorials and downloadable resources. Post
graduating advising is available for parents of graduating high schoolers. The program is parent-directed and
allows for plenty of parent-child interaction. Engaging activities include reading books and opportunities to
develop open communication through discussion. Sonlight helps parents establish themselves as a source of
wisdom and direction. Sonlight nurtures family relationships by providing numerous pictures and stories
revolving around family. Full grade level packages from preschool to high school are offered. College
preparatory courses and placement tests are available. All subjects needed are included in the curriculum
packages. Elective kits such as science and piano lessons can be purchased. Each program comes with a full
schedule, discussion questions and complete lesson plans. Our number one choice is Abeka. Abeka is a
comprehensive Christian curriculum which provides parents and students with numerous options for their
educational needs. The program offers parent support through answer keys, daily lesson plans, placement
tests, automatic grading, and transcripts. Students may choose from a wide range of electives to add-on to their
core subjects. Abeka Over the past forty years, Abeka has been refined to become a comprehensive curriculum
intended for home use through engaging textbooks. Curriculum comes with easy-to-follow lesson plans. Free
online resources are available to parents. Programs are available from preschool to high school. Courses
available include art, bible, foreign language, health, language arts, math, music, science, spelling, writing,
penmanship and more. The virtual school provides report cards and keeps transcripts. Other features include
tests, textbooks, quizzes, keys, videos and daily lesson plans. Previous work determines grade level placement.
After each grading period, students receive evaluations and report cards. High school students receive a
diploma acknowledging completion of course requirements needed for graduation. An annual graduation
ceremony is held for graduating students.
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Chapter 2 : Kingdom Kids Christian | Preschool | Kindergarten | Federal Way
Our State of Maryland approved program addresses each child individually. Our mission is to build confidence and love
of learning, giving students a solid foundation for a healthy and happy life.

The preschool program is from 9: We are closed on the following holidays: Normal tuition rates apply to all
these holidays. Click on one of our programs to learn more This includes bottle feeding, regular diaper
changes as needed, serving meals, holding and rocking, playful interaction and nap times throughout the day.
Your children will be exposed to music, singing, finger plays, toy time, worship stories, and outside time. No
child is left in one area for a long length of time, except when sleeping. They are continually checked on, even
when sleeping. When approaching toddler age, the children will be doing exercise, art, small and large motor
skills, etc. Preschool 2 and 3 year olds Our 2 and 3 year old Preschool program consists of scholastics
including alphabet, numbers, shapes, colors, rhyming, matching, music, science, art and reading. Your child
will also go to their specified playground for outside play at least twice daily. More importantly, your child
will participate in Worship. The children are taught through Bible stories and songs that God is our creator and
that we are all loved by Him. They learn about godly character and principles, and the basic tenets of the
Christian faith. Scripture memorization is a vital part of their education. We keep a 1 to 8 ratio in these
classrooms. The children will sing Worship songs and will have a Bible lesson that will be the theme of the
week. Along with scripture memorization, the children will be taught in the areas of: Language Arts Phonics,
reading, literature, writing and learning to write. Physical Fitness A safe area and plenty of time is provided
daily for your child to hop, crawl, hang, throw, catch, jump, and engage in large muscle activities. Simple,
interesting play things encourage physical activity; time for creative or expressive movement dancing, hand
clapping, rhythm instruments. We have a 1 to 12 ratio in these classrooms. Busing is provided to and from
these schools, according to their individual schedules. If your child is involved in before school care, please
have your child at Heights no later than 7: As part of this program, children are given choices of arts and
crafts, games, sports, outdoor play, and free play. There is also a provision for children to begin working on
homework. An important facet of each day is a time for singing praise songs, prayer, and teaching Christian
truths and principles. We make every effort to teach the basic moral and ethical values of the Christian faith as
revealed in the Bible. We teach the basic premise that: God is our creator and we are all made in His image to
be unique individuals with special importance; that Jesus Christ is the means to have a relationship with God,
the Father. On in-service or early dismissal days there might be field trips scheduled. The parents will be
notified when field trips have been planned as to the destination, time, and cost. Enrollment begins in February
of each year to in-house families first and then is open to the public. If you are interested in enrolling, please
call Students are enrolled full time or part-time as follows:
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Chapter 3 : Kindergarten Subject Areas And Academics
Christian preschool curriculum Preschool & Kindergarten Kindergarten Homeschool Curriculum Preschool lessons
Preschool Learning Activities Preschool Programs Charlotte Mason Montessori Forwards Preschool curriculum can be
hard to find.

Singing and prayer also contribute to nurturing the faith of the children. The Christian holidays are studied,
and activities related to these holidays coincide with the church calendar. It is presented to parents when they
graduate from our school. In Kindergarten, this journey begins with students sharing their favorite Bible story
and drawing a picture about it. Capstone Project â€” In Kindergarten one of our favorite spring time activities
is sharing together the stories of Palm Sunday and Easter. The discussions that come out of this experience
give us a glimpse into the hearts of our kindergartners and a picture of how God is working in them. Language
Arts Our goal is to nurture a love for reading and writing. We provide an environment that meets the
developmental needs of each child through a balanced literacy approach. Using the reading and writing
workshop model, we foster the growth of each child through exposure, support and independent practice.
Children are given opportunities to strengthen their skills through quality literature, poems, leveled books and
shared reading and writing experiences. Math Our Kindergarten uses Math Expressions curriculum. We
emphasize playful, verbal interactions and manipulative activities while laying the groundwork for symbolic
understanding. The activities encompass a variety of mathematic strands, including simple and complex
counting, numeration, operations, measure, geometry, clock and calendar use, graphs, patterns, attributes, and
function ideas. Common life applications are a feature of our curriculum. Students are given experiences
involving observing, describing, classifying and use of simple manipulatives. Our goal is to help the children
respond with a sense of awe and thankfulness to God for His wonderful creation and encourage a
responsibility in caring for His world and making it a better place. Young children tend to be extremely
creative, and that creativity should be both encouraged and directed. Students explore a variety of materials as
they develop motor skills and coordination. As often as possible, the art lesson is based on other parts of the
Kindergarten curriculum. Library Reading is a big part of Kindergarten! Appreciation of literature is taught
through storytelling and reading books aloud by the media specialist. Kindergarteners learn that the library
materials are shelved in a particular order. They learn how to select books on their level and how to care for
them. Music Your Kindergarten child will be taught that music is fun, and a gift from God. This gift will be
discovered and developed through listening, singing, creating, reacting and moving to and with music.
Elements of melody, harmony, form, rhythm, tone and expressive qualities of music will be introduced as a
foundation to be built upon through the grades. Physical Education In kindergarten physical education, the
emphasis is on the movement patterns of running, hopping, skipping, jumping and galloping. The children
practice directionality especially right and left. They are introduced to ball skills catching and throwing. They
also learn the importance of moving safely and being willing to try new things. Spanish Kindergarten classes
include 25 minutes of Spanish instruction once a week, taught through immersion to deliver a curriculum that
utilizes songs, vocabulary words, verses, role-playing and other interactive methods. For more information,
please refer to the HCS Spanish webpage. Schedule Options Hudsonville Christian offers the following
schedule options for Kindergarten.
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Chapter 4 : United Christian Music Kindergarten
The Kindergarten department of Trinity Christian Academy exists as a part of the total ministry of Trinity Baptist Church.
Our primary objective is to provide a Christ-honoring atmosphere in which to nurture and educate your children.

Graduation Gifts If you are looking for the best Christian preschool curriculum, you may be a Christian school
teacher or a parent looking to homeschool. Either way, you need to choose the best Bible-based program for
your situation. There are many options available for Christian curriculum programs, but how do you know
which one will be right for you? The programs listed on this page: Are those I have experience with. I am
looking for the best of both worlds. Practical to implement â€” Who wants to spend 3 hours every night
getting ready for the next day? Curriculum programs that lay everything out for me while at the same time
giving me flexibility, are the best combinations. Provide support and training â€” We all need help sometimes!
Appealing to children â€” No teachers or students want to spend day after day of doing monotonous activities.
Every good Christian preschool curriculum will have elements of fun built right in. Based on these criteria,
there are a few Christian preschool curriculum programs that I feel confident to recommend. You are
absolutely right when you say there are MANY options This is dissappointing as I was hoping to see an unbais
site - guess not. The appropriate way to state your position is to be up front and clear with your audience.
There are hundreds of Christian curricula to choose from. I am not a curriculum review website but, rather, a
teacher and parent who has experience with many programs. I should have stated and have changed the
comment to reflect that one of the criteria is that I must have personal experience with the program. My goal
on this page and on the website as a whole is not one of bias or lack of transparency. The programs the visitor
mentions are, quite possibly, wonderful curricula, however, with no personal experience with them, I am not
able to give an honest review of them. They have a very well-respected package that many Christian families
and schools use for their children. Sing, Spell, Read and Write Curriculum builds a solid foundation of reading
readiness for your little learners! This updated edition of the popular program covers colors, shapes, alphabet
letters and sounds, object classification, story sequence, directional concepts, opposites, the seasons, and
counting from one to You may find the free Preschool Bible Lessons from my sister website helpful.
Chapter 5 : Christian Preschool Curriculum
We are a ministry of Journey Church in Federal Way, WA. We offer a faith-based preschool and kindergarten education
in a safe and loving environment.

Chapter 6 : Christian Preschool | Tampa, FL
Kindergarten is a time of preparation for reading and writing. The basic elements of phonics are developed and
letter-sound associations are emphasized. Children also grow in their composition skills and creative writing through the
use of their own journal.

Chapter 7 : Preschool - Oakton Christian Preschool
United Christian Music Kindergarten is applying to the Education Bureau for school registration. It is envisaged that the
school registration will be completed around.

Chapter 8 : Kindergarten (Academics)
Kingdom Kids Christian Preschool and Kindergarten strives to provide a place where your child can experience a
Christian community. Each child will explore the world God has given us and discover the ways in which each person is
a special and unique part.
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Chapter 9 : Kindergarten - Desert Christian Schools
Welcome! Glad you're here! You'll find hands-on learning activities, themes, and printables for Pre-K, Preschool, and
Kindergarten kids. I'm Karen Cox, a Pre-K teacher in Georgia.
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